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SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING

The next SMSC meeting will be on
Sunday, 11 April at 6:30pm (the usual date 4 April is
Easter Sunday) at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool
Road, Ashfield unless otherwise notified.
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion.
We cater for all standards, problems encountered by beginners in selecting suitable projects and completing them (along with other problems and pitfalls) will be addressed at this meeting

**************************************************

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETING

The Endeavour Group meeting on Saturday, 6th March from
10am to 12 noon is hosted by Mike Kelly (If you wish to come along
and need details of the address, please contact Mike on 0438456220
or by email to <mikelly118@gmail.com>

*******************************************

The Endeavour Group meeting after that will be on Saturday, 1st
May from 10am to 12 noon will be hosted by Mike Barton (If you
wish to come along and need details of the address, please contact
Mike on 0439441542 or by email to <barton.55@hotmail.com>
Members and visitors are welcome and are encouraged to bring
projects for discussion
These meetings are held in the informal environment of a member’s

home.

FORTHCOMING EXPO EVENTS IN 2021

Just so you can make arrangements in your Diary

REGRETTABLY THE

SMSC MODEL SHIP EXPO ‘21

scheduled to be held at the Georges River Sailing Club
is CANCELLED as we have been informed by the
Club that the venue is no longer available.
We are hoping to make a fresh booking elsewhere,
watch this space, we will keep you informed.

For more information contact Michael Bennett 0411545770 or
email <mjbennett1946@icloud.com>

PORT MACQUARIE MODEL BOAT EXPO 2021

The organisers are sure nobody will be “not surprised” that they cannot
host the annual Model Expo this year due to uncertain Covid conditions
and restrictions between now and July. Damn that virus!
So the 2021 Model Expo IS CANCELLED. (That is a pity; this year is the bicentenary of the establishment of the settlement of Port Macquarie. Damn that virus!)
Optimistically, the weekend of 9-10 July, 2022 has been booked, in the hope that we
will be able to resume exhibiting. For any other enquiries, please stay in touch with
David Connolly by email <devils4detail@gmail.com>.

CANBERRA EXPO 2021

The Canberra Club have problems finding a venue and not yet informed us
of the date of the 2021 Expo, but we expect that it will be in mid to late September 2021. We will keep you updated with details of this event when
known. For more information please contact Bob Evans by email to
<rjeaevans@bigpond.com> or phone 6226 8957.

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY
SHOW 2021

To be held on 18 & 19 September, if there is a conflict in dates, we encourage all our
Members to attend the Canberra EXPO even if they do not exhibit, however this exhibition is a little closer to home at the Richmond Showground.

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2021

Scale Model Show open to everyone is to be held on a date to be advised. For more information please contact:
www.sydneyscalemodelshow.net or
<sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT SHOW 2021

Our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club have invited us to attend their events, we will keep you updated with details of the events
when known.
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CAPTION COMPETITION #2-

by

Tom

The winning entry was published in Issue #54. There were 4 entries but only 2
tickled my fancy, and there could only be one winner. The other entry I fancied
(and it was a very difficult decision) was …
Randy Biddle (California, USA) sent us
the entry:
Emma: “Charlie, I’m confused… Two targets and only one torpedo?”
I was very excited to receive this international entry and it made my decision very difficult. Thank you, Randy.

The original caption that I had attributed to
this cartoon was as shown, certainly on a different theme to the winner (see last issue)
and Randy’s captions.
It shows Emma’s exasperation at not being
able to use the facilities while the ever inconsiderate Charlie plays with his toys in the
bathtub.
For the record, I wish to thank Max Fitton
and Stephen Smith for their entries.

LA CANDELARIA

Piotr Kolaczkowski is building the 18th century Spanish bomb ship La Candelaria
made by kit maker OcCre.
La Candelaria was designed and built to work as
a floating battery when blockading ports or during sieges
of sea forts.
It featured 2 mortars for bombarding the blockaded port.
Mortars were the only kind of naval armament to fire explosive shells rather than solid shot until the invention of
the Paixhans gun (developed by the French general HenriJoseph Paixhans in 1822–1823.
The design furthered the evolution of naval artillery into the modern age).

As naval warfare became more advanced, bomb ships had to be accompanied by frigates to
protect them from direct assault by faster, smaller vessels.
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SMSC S&T at WESTS ASHFIELD
on FEBRUARY 2, 2020

Photos Sandy & Tom Wolf; report by Tom Wolf
WOW! Our first meeting back at Wests in a year due to the pandemic, and we had
15 members plus some spouses attend for a bumper meeting. We did have some members
absent due to health issues and we wish them all a speedy recovery. Six members brought
along items for S&T and they all evoked lively discussion.
First up, Maurice York brought along his Modellers Central
“Mermaid”. The hull planking has been completed, but Maurice
was troubled by the locating of the gunports. He received advice
as varied as “leave the guns
out, she was too small to
carry cannons which would
have caused her to capsize
if they were fired” to “lower
the gun carriages and the
cannons will fit in more comfortably”. Now he has to decide which, if any, of the advice to follow.
New member Ian Nolan purchased a kit
from Modeller’s Shipyard when it was still
located in Nowra (before Gary Renshaw
bought the business) and has put off building
it for 35 years because he had problems following the instructions.

The kit of Baltik 1753 was made by Arkit, and the
instructions comprise a number of drawings and
sketches, no wonder Ian has had issues sufficient
to put him off modelling! Another ill-advised purchase. Anyway, Ian received encouragement and
offers of help to get him through.
Michael Bennett is still in the process of rigging his miniature 1:600
scale HMS Sirius. As with all miniatures, the entire build is “trial and
error”, and the rigging is no exception, Michael brought along his collection of failed ratlines which he called “spiders’ webs”.

cont. p.5
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cont. from p.4
We have previously been informed by
Stan Brown that he was building a
scratch scale model of the “Dunbar”, a
ship that is well known to Sydneysiders.
Of course the real “Dunbar” is lying under
the sea just off Sydney Heads, having
taken all but 1 passenger and crew with
her to the bottom. Stan has had to rely
on the plans of other
clipper
ships
and
sought (and was given)
assistance from other
Club members, including the plans of how many lifeboats were on clippers of
this era. The model is progressing nicely, Stan has had to make innovations,
such as making a ship’s wheel from discontinued coinage.
Tony Merriott introduced us to his Artesania Latina Endeavour
1:25 Jolly Boat at the last meeting. He brought it along to show
his progress.
We welcomed back Peter Law after
too many years of absence. When
Peter stopped building models
some 5 years ago, he had a partbuilt HMS Bellona which is a very
difficult model to build and he is not
wishing to now finish the build, but
rather to build something easier. Over the past few months the
Club was offered a number of “unloved” models, one being the
Artesania Latina HMB Endeavour, which is almost totally unbuilt. It was offered to Peter and he decided to give it a go!
After the meeting most who attended had dinner at the Club bistro to complete a fantastic evening.
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WOOD GLUE GUIDE

At just about every meeting, there is a question about appropriate glues to be used in
woodworking. An old article found on the internet has been used in writing the report,
its source could not be ascertained, but is so old that Superglue is not mentioned.
All glues have a finite shelf life. Once it's open, it's only good for about a year. If you
notice that the glue starts to smell sour and becomes extremely thick or stringy, it's past its
prime and shouldn't be used.
White Glues And Yellow Glues
The most common furniture making glues are polyvinyl acetate (PVA) adhesives, commonly
called white and yellow glues. While white glue (such as Aquadhere) is a good glue that can
be used on most porous materials, yellow glue (such as Titebond Red) has been specifically
formulated for interior woodworking applications. Yellow glue is usually referred to as aliphatic
resin glue.
Neither of these glues work well if a water-resistant bond is required. For that purposes there
are water-resistant formulations of yellow glue (such as Titebond Green). These are known as
cross-linking PVAs, and they cure through chemical reaction, instead of evaporation.
For general woodworking use, this glue is interchangeable with normal yellow glue except that
it can't be cleaned up with water after it cures.
While each white or yellow glue can be used in the workshop, aliphatic resin glue (Titebond
Red) is the best choice for the beginner. It's easy to use, requires no mixing, is non-toxic and
cleans up with water. It also sands cleanly, without over clogging the sandpaper, and leaves
an invisible glue line if the joint is tight (but does leave a yellow stain where the glue is visible).
White glue, on the other hand, dries clear.
Hide Glue
Hide glue is made from animal products and it's extremely useful for projects, like musical instruments, that often require disassembly to make repairs. They are the earliest glues and are
still used today.
This glue cures slowly, so it can be a good option for difficult joints or constructions that take a
long time to assemble, but it releases its bond with heat and moisture (such as humidity).
Whilst this makes it easy to separate pieces without damage, in many instances it defeats its
own purpose with furniture as it is unable to withstand exposure to the elements.
Epoxies
Two-part epoxies are probably the most durable of all adhesives and for situations where extreme water resistance is required, epoxy is the best choice. It is however pretty difficult and
messy to use. It sometimes comes in a syringe type dispensed which allows for relatively
equal dispensing of the epoxy and the hardener (the 2 components), but sometimes it comes
in tubes and measuring the portions can be difficult. It also comes in different setting times, the
longer the setting the more secure the adhesion (so 5 minute epoxy is not as secure as 30 minute epoxy).
Epoxy glues are quite toxic, so you need to don gloves and a respirator to protect yourself
from chemical exposure making epoxies a bad choice for everyday work. They should be only
used in well ventilated locations.
Polyurethane
Polyurethane glue is supposed to be well suited to just about any gluing job. This glue performs unlike any other. It actually cures by being exposed to moisture, so it's a good choice
when moisture resistance is an issue. You even have to dampen wood surfaces before applying this glue. This product changes into a foam like substance as it cures and in the process
expands out of the joint. This can make sanding away the glue more difficult.
Because it's such a new glue, it has no long-term successful track record that other glues enjoy, so it how long the adhesion will last is uncertain.
cont. p.7
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cont. from p. 6
Gluing Techniques
In preparing a glue joint, it's important to keep a couple of ground rules in mind:
1.
while modern glues are amazingly strong, if joints do not fit properly or the glue is not allowed to cure correctly, the bond will almost surely fail.
2.
second, less is more. A thin, even layer of glue will form a strong bond between two pieces of wood, but a thick cushion of glue does just the opposite. It weakens the joint. And,
usually you won't know if this joint is weak until the piece is done and has been used for a
while.
To achieve a successful edge joint, the long mating surfaces must be perfectly tight all along
their length. You shouldn't rely on clamps to pull bowed boards together because this places
too much stress on the joint and eventually it will fail.
The fit of a mortise-and-tenon joint should also be precise, neither too tight nor too loose. If the
parts must be forced together, there will be no room for the glue between the pieces and the
joint will be starved.
If, on the other hand, there is too much play in the joint, the glue layer will be too thick to perform properly when the piece is placed under stress. In a perfect joint, the glue layer is less
than the thickness of a sheet of notebook paper.
In order to guarantee that there is sufficient glue in a joint, spread a thin layer on both mating
surfaces.
In a mortise-and-tenon joint, this means coating both the mortise and tenon walls with glue.
You can use a scrap stick, a small brush or a narrow roller to do this. Just make sure the coverage is complete and even.
In woodworking iut is often said that cleanliness is next to godliness, the mating surfaces must
also be clean, dry and free of contamination before you spread the glue. Oil, waxes and some
chemicals, like silicone, will resist the glue.
Dust and water can cause the joint to fail by preventing good contact between wood surfaces,
or diluting the strength of the glue.
All glues have a recommended open time, which defines the amount of time you can safely
leave the glue exposed to the air before assembling the joint. For most yellow glues, this is
about 10 minutes. But the open time will vary with the temperature and humidity of your workroom.
Hot, dry conditions will cause the glue to set quicker. In complicated assemblies, where many
joints must be prepared at once, it's important to factor the open time limit into the process.
Sometimes, you'll have to assemble a project by making smaller subassemblies first.
Also, keep in mind that yellow glue will not perform well in cold conditions. Most manufacturers
recommend that both the room and the wood surfaces be at least 13C degrees before applying
glue.
Once a joint is assembled, it must be clamped together. Clamps serve two purposes. They pull
a joint together tightly and hold it in a fixed position while the glue sets.
You should not apply tremendous force with your clamps because this will drive too much glue
from the joint. Just firmly tighten them and set the assembly aside.
If a proper amount of glue has been spread and a proper amount of force used to tighten the
clamps, you should see small beads of glue squeezing out of both sides of the joint.
To remove this squeeze-out, allow it to set for about 20 minutes, and then use an old chisel or
putty knife to scrape off the excess.
Some people recommend wiping the excess glue off with a damp rag, but this technique
should be avoided because it can force glue into the surrounding wood pores–especially with
open-grain woods.
Unfortunately, this glue will not be apparent until you apply the finish, when it's too late to do
anything easily to fix it.
Finally, all glues must be allowed sufficient time to set and dry before you remove the clamps.
Yellow glue should be allowed to set for at least an hour.
A full cure with most glues takes at least 24 hours; so don't disturb the assembly until his time
has passed, and in any event make sure that no stress is applied to the joint before a full cure
is achieved
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CARE OF FILES

By David Muir
Reproduced, with permission, from the 2020/04 issue of the
Australian Plastic Modellers Association Magazine (www.apma.org.au )
In this article we take a look at files. Small files suitable for model making can be found in every brick and mortar and on line shops and most modellers will already have and use them.
Ignoring for the moment the diamond coated variety, the following is a guide if you are looking
for a new or replacement ‘traditional’ file or set. Things to look for include:
TYPE: ‘Precision’ files are the largest size most will need for modelling, and then you will
probably only need one for rough shaping tasks. They are generally 150 to 200mm long measured from the tip to the end of the cut (i.e. excluding the tang). Mine is used only occasionally
and then largely for fairly brutal work and so is the smoothest low cost half round ‘bastard’ file I
could find at Bunnings.
The most common modellers files are ‘Needle’ (aka ‘jewellers’) files that are smaller (around
150mm) and narrower and (just to be different) are measured from tip to the end of the shaft.
They can be fitted with handles but I find I have better feel and control without.
‘Escapement’ (aka ‘watchmakers’) files are smaller and narrower again at around 135mm
long and are also measured from tip to shaft end.
Escapements are easy to pick; they have square
shafts. They are apparently harder to make and
hence are priced higher. I only have a few but use
them all the time and am contemplating getting
more.
‘Riffler’ files have curved ends and are used for
all those difficult to reach – particularly those that
are concave – places. They are magic for things
like wing roots and car bodywork. Rifflers are
available in two sizes: 6” and 7”, I have big-ish
hands but prefer the smaller size and the wider
range of tip shapes it offers.
METALURGY. Swiss Made files are manufactured using a chrome steel alloy case hardened
to Rockwell 65. Be wary of those marked ‘Swiss Pattern’ which are made elsewhere and may
or may not be made from top quality material or be properly hardened. When in doubt buy
Swiss Made. The best I have used are made by Vallorbe and sold under that name or under
their Glardon-Vallorbe branding. They can be purchased individually but if your budget can
stretch to it sets are more economical overall.
Vallorbe make a range of files under their ‘Valtitan’ brand that have been treated with an extra
coating which significantly increases their hardness to Rockwell 72, ups their durability, corrosion resistance and, unsurprisingly, their cost. They are easy to identify; they have ‘Valtitan’
stamped on their tang/shaft or have their them painted yellow. The extra durability is handy if
you are regularly working with harder metals such as
stainless steel and they will last forever but are probably a
bit over the top for most plastic modelling.
PROFILE. The most versatile shape and useful for most
tasks is a Half Round but the others e.g. a Flat or
‘Pillar’ (parallel sided rectangle), Warding (taper sided
rectangle), Triangular (aka Three Square), Square (aka
Carrée), Round (aka Rat Tail), Crossing (two curved faces) and Barrette (one sided flat) all have their uses. Similar flat or rounded profiles can be found on rifflers, escapement and needles.
cont. p.9
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cont. from p. 8
CUTS. Files are graded by the number of teeth per centimetre measured “square” to the teeth
rows. In simple terms the lower the number (either 00 or 0) the coarser the cut and the higher
the number (6) the finer the cut. The cut number is stamped on the tang or shaft and is sometimes hard to see. Easily fixed: just rub a little colour into the marking next time you are painting something.
Needle files are available in the full
range from 00 to 6. Escapements are
available in the same range plus a 7,
8 and 10 but these are too fine for our
requirements; the others come in a
more restricted range.
Cut 0 or 1 is probably as coarse as
you will ever need, with Cuts 3 and 4
a bit smoother and more versatile on
plastics. The chart shows the number
of teeth per centimetre for the available cuts in each of the types:
DIAMONDS. Before moving on to discussing file care, a brief word about diamond coated files.
Coated files have grown out of the beauty industry and theoretically offer a cheap alternative to
traditional tools. However, their inconsistent grit size, variable coating thickness and inherent
flexibility mean that they are very susceptible to scoring/scratching of the surface being worked
and make it almost impossible to file a true flat plane. Plus they are designed to wear out
quickly.
It is for those reasons that I try to avoid using them, the single exception being some very thin
(< 0.5mm) and slim (3mm) flats that are good for opening up very narrow slots. The ones I
have were made by an unknown manufacturer and come in 200, 400 and 600 grades and are
marked CF-402#200, CF-402#400, etc. I use them sparingly as they cost a bit, don’t last long
and thus offend the “First Law of Tools”.
FILING. This is an art and takes practice if you want to produce predictable results.

First up it is critical that the piece is held firmly so it does not
move. It sounds obvious but all the work should be done by
aligning and moving the file not the piece. A bench peg will
transform the steadiness with which you can hold your work
and, more importantly, increase the range of angles within
which you can work. The section you need to file is rarely at a
comfortable angle so being able to adjust how you align the file
is essential. The picture on the right is just to remind you what
one looks like;

Second: traditional files are designed to cut while pushing, i.e.
while moving toward their points. Sawing them back and forth
removes no more material and increases the odds that the surface you are filing will end up curved (when you want it flat) or flat spotted (when you
want it curved). So practice lifting up after each “push” stroke so the sequence becomes:
push – lift and pull back – push – lift and pull back, etc and repeat until you have the muscle memory to do it automatically. Curved surfaces can be filed the same way; just roll
your wrist and the face of the file as you make the push stroke. Alternatively filing as if it
was a series of flats and regularly rotating the piece can work.
CARE. Plastic and most other soft materials will clog files, especially the finer cuts. Clogged
files don’t file so keep yours clean with swipes along the lines of the teeth with a soft wire
brush, any cheap suede shoe brushes from your supermarket will do. Do this regularly and at
the end of each session. Then store them in their vinyl pouch or a cloth tool roll when not in
use and keep them away from moisture; rust is their enemy.
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RICHARD’S TIPS AND PRACTICES

Who better than Richard Keyes to give us advice on
model shipbuilding. A much respected modeller of the “old
school”, many novice has become a great modeller following Richard’s advice.
Richard is a Life Member of the Sydney Model Shipbuilders Club of
which he is a founding member. He is well recognised by many members of the Sydney community as being one of the modellers who
used to model “on the ramp” at the Australian National Maritime Museum (but much to Richard’s frustration they’ve been moved to an area under the stairs).
Richard’s models have clean lines and are “neat” and uncluttered.
Certainly they are models at the highest range of modelling, and Richard’s skills are acknowledged by modellers from around the world.
Below is a list of tips or practices which Richard has found useful over 60 years of model
making.
Some of them are obvious but others might be of interest to a beginner (and the not-sobeginner as well!!)
1. Plan ahead
2. Measure off the model, not the plans
3. Think thickness, planking on top of a cabin frame makes the cabin bigger
4. Measure twice, cut once
5. Use only sharp tools
6. Make jigs for multiple parts and procedures
7. Clean off spilt or excess glue immediately
8. Paint, stain small parts off the model
9. Make each part and procedure as well as you can
10. Don’t hurry
11. Keep work area neat, return tools after use
12. Apply glue to final location, not to parts when possible
13. Worn out sandpapers is NOT fine sandpaper
14. Leave at least two deck planks between butts
15. Do some research, kit plans are usually wrong in some respects
16. Put scrap wood under drilling and saw cuts to avoid splintering
17. Put superglue in small cup (pill blister packs) and apply with sharp point, not straight
from bottle
18. Keep all spare wood
19. Use natural light when checking smoothness of hull fairing
20. Sand ONTO edges not off them to avoid splintering
21. Collect any useful clamping items especially wooden cloth pegs which can be modified
22. Put pencil marks on areas to be sanded to judge progress
23. Superglue end of thread to make a needle for rigging
24. A drop of water will swell up a bruise in
timber, also pin holes
25. Scrape paint and varnish off areas to be
glued
26. Keep a torch or light under work area to aid
finding lost parts
27. Superglue will cloud clear Perspex
28. Over bend planks to avoid ends popping up
29. A domestic stream iron will do almost all
bending
30. Stain bottom surfaces dark before applying
top layer of planks to hide gaps
31. Plan ahead
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THE BARANGAROO BOAT
A recent TV documentary about the
construction of under-the-harbour
tunnels and new stations for the
Sydney Metro made me aware that a historic
180-year-old boat was uncovered in excavations
for a station at Barangaroo (Darling Harbour) in
November, 2018.

Report by Tom Wolf

The timber vessel, believed to have been built
in the 1830s, was uncovered and maritime
archaeologists have been painstakingly working to preserve it. The nine-metre by threemetre wreck is the oldest known example
found in NSW. Wood samples indicate the
boat was made from blue gum, stringybark
and spotted gum – all found in surrounding
Sydney areas. It was built using the clinker
technique, where the planks that make up the hull overlap and are held together with small
iron fastenings and possibly tree nails.
This kind of Australian-made boat would once have been a common sight in Sydney's waters
ferrying goods to different locations around Sydney Harbour and even up and down the coast
to other settlements, it was designed to take on the big seas but not expected to have a long
working life.
The Barangaroo Boat, as it is now known, has the potential
to reveal rare information on colonial shipbuilding techniques
and the adaptive use of native Australian timber in European
construction traditions.
Before being methodically dismantled, the boat was excavated and painstakingly recorded in-situ. On removal, the timbers were carefully wrapped to retain moisture, and secured
to rigid boards for transportation and storage. This also prevented warping. All timbers were stored in refrigerated containers to slow and prevent biological activity.
Work on the recording and conservation phase began in October 2019 at the Sydney Metro shipwreck conservation facility which was set
up to provide a
purpose specific
platform to undertake this work.
It is believed that
the conservation
team will, after cleaning each piece of timber, record them as 3D digital models, remove any iron
deposits in the timbers, and treat each timber with
polyethylene glyco (PEG) liquid wax which will replace the water in the cells of waterlogged wood
hence providing rigidity when the wood is dried
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“HMS TERROR”
– a Bomb Ship with a history
Report by Alan Bideleux

If you are like me, you will not have heard of the early years of HMS Terror until now. I have
prepared the following from sources like Wikipedia so I cannot vouch for the accuracy of some
of the finer points and certainly do not speak from any personal knowledge or experience.
The English town of Topsham on the east side of the river Exe in Devon, in June 1813, saw
the launching of HMS Terror, a Vesuvius Class “bomb ship”. She was armed with 2 heavy
mortars and 10 cannon.
During the War of 1812, she served with ships of the British navy in its war with America.
From the North America and West Indies base in Bermuda, she helped in Britain’s blockade of
the Atlantic ports of USA. For the most part she was under the command of Vice Admiral John
Sheridan.
Among many other naval actions, she took part in the Battle of the USA Fort McHenry; an action that inspired the poet Francis Scott Key to write the poem that later became known as
USA National Anthem the “Star Spangled Banner”.
Bomb ships typically carried cannons for self defence but their main feature were the mortars they
carried towards the bow of the vessel. Mortars
fired explosive shells or bombs as they were
known in those days, on a high elevated angle and
the purpose of these ships was bombarding land
bases.
The first record of a bomb ship being used was in
the Siege of Calais in 1347 by King Edward III but
the first “specialised” bomb ships did not appear
until towards the end of the 17th Century
While she participated in several battles in the War of 1812, in the 1830’s she was converted
into a polar exploration ship and participated in George Back's Arctic expedition of 1836–1837,
the successful Ross expedition to the Antarctic of 1839 to 1843.
She also participated in Sir John Franklin's ill-fated attempt to navigate the Northwest Passage in 1845, during which she was lost, with all hands, along with her sister ship HMS Erebus
and that ship’s entire crew.
These bomb vessels were constructed with an extra strong hull characteristic so they could
withstand the recoil created by the firing of the mortars. This feature gave them a better
chance of survival if ever caught in the grips of freezing sea waters.
It is interesting to note that prior to the Franklin Expedition to find the Northwest Passage
across the top of Canada, HMS Terror and HMS Erebus were fitted with steam power provided
by 2 retired railway locomotives that had served the London Greenwich Railway. They thus
became the first Royal Naval vessels to have steam powered engines and screw propellers.
Both ships were lost during the Franklin Expedition when they became trapped in the ice. The
crews of both ships were believed to have been lost to starvation and exposure in their failed
attempt to reach Fort Resolution, a Hudson Bay Company outpost 600 miles to the southwest.
On August 18th, 2008 Canadian authorities sanctioned a search for these 2 vessels and the
Canadian coast Guard Ship Wilfrid Laurier conducted a search which revealed nothing definitive.
Later attempts to locate the wrecks were conducted in 2010, 2011 and 2012. Then on September 8th, 2014 a Remote Operated Underwater Vessel (ROUV) located the wreckage of HMS
Erebus. On 1 October 2014, Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper announced that the
remains were that of Erebus.
On September 12th, 2016, off the coast of King William Island, the Arctic Research Foundation
claimed that a wreck that seemed to match HMS Terror was located. Each of the remains of
the ships are designated a National Historic Site of Canada with the exact location withheld to
preserve the wrecks and prevent looting. But that is not the end of the story.
cont. p. 13
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cont. from p. 12
Sammy Kogvik, an Inuit hunter and member of the Canadian Rangers recalled having seen
what appeared to be a mast jutting from the ice at a different location. The search was then
moved to Terror Bay from Cambridge Bay. Researchers located the wreck in just 2.5 hours.
According to many local Inuits, Parks Canada had ignored their stories that suggested that the
wreck of Terror was in her namesake bay, despite many modern stories of sightings by hunters and from airplanes.
The wreck was found in excellent condition, her decks and interior spaces largely intact. A
wide exhaust pipe that rose from the outer deck was pivotal in identifying the ship. She was
located in the same location where the smokestack from Terror's locomotive engine had been
installed. The wreck was nearly 100 km south of where historians thought her final resting
place was, calling into question the previously accepted account of the fate of the sailors that
claimed they died while trying to walk out of the Arctic to the nearest Hudson's Bay Company
trading post. The location of the wreckage, and evidence in the wreckage of anchor usage,
indicates continued use, raising the possibility that some of the sailors had attempted to reman the ship and sail her home.
Nine ships of the Royal Navy have borne the name HMS Terror:
1.
HMS Terror (1696) was a 4-gun bomb vessel launched in 1696, and captured and burnt
by the French in 1704.
2.
HMS Terror (1741) was a 14-gun bomb vessel launched in 1741 and sold in 1754.
3.
HMS Terror (1759) was an 8-gun bomb ketch launched in 1759 for the British Royal Navy that it sold in 1774. Renamed “Union” she was initially a whaler and then a tramsport
until she was lost on 20 May 1782 off the Malabar coast of India.
4.
HMS Terror (1779) was an 8-gun bomb vessel launched in 1779 and sold in 1812.
5.
HMS Terror (1794) was a 4-gun gunboat, formerly a Dutch hoy. She was purchased in
1794 and sold in 1804.
6.
HMS Terror (1813) was a 10-gun bomb ship launched in 1813 and converted to a
discovery vessel in 1836. She was involved in the bombardment of Fort McHenry in the War of 1812. She and her sister ship HMS Erebus took part in James
Clark Ross's expedition to Antarctica from 1839 to 1843. The two ships were converted to screw propulsion in 1844, and took part in John Franklin's expedition to
the Arctic in 1845, where they became trapped in ice near King William Island and
were abandoned in 1848.
7.
HMS Terror (1856) was a 16-gun iron screw floating battery launched in 1856. She became the base ship at Bermuda in 1857 and was sold in 1902.
8.
HMS Terror was previously the iron screw troopship HMS Malabar. She was launched in
1866, became a base ship in 1897 and was renamed Terror in 1901. She was put up for
sale in 1914 and was sold in 1918.
9.
HMS Terror (I03) was an Erebus-class monitor launched in 1916. She was sunk in an air
attack in 1941.
OcCre has created a 1:65 scale kit of HMS Terror as it was during the Arctic exploration journey (not as the bomb ship). This kit is based on the research and plans of ship modeller
Matthew Betts. The kit features laser-cut parts for the framework, and double plank-onbulkhead hull construction for ease of build. High quality
wood strips are provided for hull and deck planking,
wooden dowels for masts and yards, and a full set of fittings in wood, brass, and cast metal, as well as a sheet
of photo-etched brass detail parts. All the major details
unique to this ship are here, including the diagonal deck
planking and deck lights, simulated iron bow sheathing,
boat davits, added flues for the steam engine, screw propeller, reinforced wales, and more. The kit also includes
colourful flag, rigging cord, and a full set of pre-sewn
sails. A pictoral instruction book and plans sheets make
for an easy to understand build. And, to make construction even simpler,
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE WARSHIP
FROM ROMAN ERA TO MID-1860’s
(PART 3)

Report by Mike Kelly
Mungo Murray wrote in 1754 about the principle qualities belonging to ships as;
“To be able to carry a good sail.
A ship should steer well.
A ship should carry her lower tier of guns four feet and half or five feet out of the water.
A ship should be poised, so as not to dive or pitch hard.
A ship should sail well before the wind”.
It will be seen that important developments in warship design used these principles when it
came to manoeuvrability (ability to out manoeuvre the enemy), stability (to provide a stable
gun platform), fight ability (to be able to outgun the enemy) and later with the introduction of
iron and armour, defensibility (the protection of crew and guns from enemy fire).

COPPERING

All vessels posted to the tropics had to be sheathed to combat the effects of the Teredo borer.
This was initially achieved with sacrificial boards being placed below the waterline.
Milled lead to hold in place a layer of tar, hair, sulphur and tallow was tried by Captain Anthony Deane in 1670 on the
“Phoenix”, then a 42 gun fourth rater (but reclassified as a 36
gun fifth rater in 1691) but also proved a failure due to the
weight and electrolytic
action
between
the
lead and iron
bolts and fixtures.

Sir Anthony Deane

In 1761 Anson
ordered experiments to be carried out on the
frigate “Alarm”
using
copper
HMS Alarm
sheathing, the
problem with electrolytic action (unknown at the time) was still
there.
A method of controlling this was introduced by Captain
Charles Middleton in 1779 whereby a watertight seal was
made between the hull and copper sheathing by using lacquered brown paper.
This problem of electrolytic action was finally solved in 1783
by replacing all iron bolts below the waterline with copper
ones.

Admiral Sir Charles Middleton

The advantages of coppering a ships bottom giving protection
from the Teredo, preventing marine growth and fouling, increasing the speed of ships giving them a tactical advantage
and increasing the life of the ship and reducing the need to
be docked must have outweighed the disadvantage of cost
(which came down with the introduction of rolling mills), because another achievement by Middleton was to have the
fleet copper sheathed.
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FOOTROPES

Report by Tom Wolf
When sailors go aloft on a square or gaffe rigged ship while setting or stowing the
sails, they stand on the footropes. The ropes are made of either fibre or wire, and
are almost always protected from wear by being wormed, parcelled and served, so that the
visible outer coating is of tarred thin line. Sailors get onto the footropes from the ratlines up the
mast.

The inner parts of the footrope are held up towards the yard by vertical lines called stirrups. On
long yards sailors must step off the footrope across a small gap onto the Flemish horse in order to reach the end of the yard where the clew of the sail is to be hauled up or let go.
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HINTS: STEPS/LADDERS

Report by Tom Wolf

This is an article derived from a series
of photos in the October 2019 issue of “Forecastle Report”, the newsletter of our friends from
Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA) and
we gratefully acknowledge the use of
their photos.
The photos show the work of Richard
“Doc” Williams, (a member of MMS) on
his Royal William, and the photos
speak for themselves
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HINT: SPACING RATLINES and
KNOTTING RATLINES
Spacing of ratlines is a question that all beginners (and not so
beginners) ask.
Household ladder steps are about 23mm to 25mm apart, and
boffins say that ratlines should be almost (but not quite) double
the space. That translates to near enough about 5mm at 1:100
scale (or 10mm at 1:50 scale).
To make a spacing jig, Rule up a piece of thick paper (one that
will stand up by itself) with lines 5mm or 10mm (as you need the
spacing for the project) to act as your guide to spacing the ratlines. Placed behind the shrouds this will make it easy to space
the ratlines.

Report by Tom Wolf

If you wax both the shrouds
and the cotton you are using
to tie the ratlines there should
be no slippage while you are
working.
When you are finished and satisfied you can seal the knots with
water diluted PVA applied with a small paintbrush.
Wise modellers all advise that if possible you should use a clove
hitch on intermediate shrouds and a cow hitch at the end shrouds. Sometimes this is difficult to
do at about 1:100 scale, and in any event it produces a knot that is just too bulky for the scale.
I have never used the method I am about to suggest, but there are some modellers who suggest that a simple half-hitch is better on small models, with the knots reversed to ensure the ratlines hag correctly, in other words to make sure that one end of the knot does not point downwards while the other points upwards. You really need the ratline to exit downwards to produce
a natural looking downwards curve.

TIMBER BENDING
ELECTRONICALLY

Experienced modellers always explain to modellers new to the hobby that
there is no single universal way in which timber planks are to be bent, whilst one method
works for a particular kind and thickness of timber plank, it may not work on bending the same
type of timber that is thicker. It may also splinter the same type of timber that is thinner. So the
modeller has to experiment each time timber planks have to be bent. An old SMA Newsletter
article by R. Roos suggests a way of bending wood electronically. The article suggests one
way is utilising chemical (ammonia) which we do not recommend to be used by anybody other
than an expert, and so, we omit that part.
1.
Soak wood in water until saturated.
2.
Place wood in a microwave oven just until you notice evaporation starting (10 to 30 seconds on high).
3.
Pull out the wood and bend. This heats the wood and seems to rubberise it. If you wait
too long the wood will re-stiffen, so repeat the process.
4.
The wood can be set over a form and it dries is a short time so it can be glued that same
night.
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A BIT OF TRIVIA ABOUT “BOUNTY”

Report by Tom Wolf
Very few people who have studied the history of ships at sea (indeed any history) will
not have heard of HMS Bounty and the infamous mutiny on board in 1789.
HMS Bounty (also known as HM Armed Vessel Bounty), was a small merchant vessel (originally the collier “Bethi” built in 1784) that the Royal Navy purchased in 1787 for a botanical mission. The ship was sent to the Pacific Ocean under the command of William Bligh to
acquire breadfruit plants and transport them to British possessions in the West Indies.
That mission was never completed due to a mutiny led by acting lieutenant Fletcher Christian.
This incident is now popularly known as the mutiny on the Bounty. The mutineers later burned
Bounty while she was moored at Pitcairn Island.
This history has so fascinated the public that there have been 5 full length feature movies
made factually based on the event of the mutiny and the subsequent destruction of the ship by
the mutineers:

the first is a 1916 Australian-New Zealand silent film directed by Raymond Longford
about the mutiny aboard HMS Bounty. It is the first known cinematic dramatisation of this
story and is considered a lost film. Longford claimed it was the first Australian film to
shoot scenes at sea,

the second was the 1933 Australian film directed by Charles Chauvel notable as being
the screen debut of Errol Flynn,

the third in 1935 starred Charles Laughton and Clark Gable,

the fourth in 1962 starred Trevor Howard and Marlon Brando, and

the fifth in 1984 starred Anthony Hopkins and Mel Gibson.
An American adventurer rediscovered the remains of the Bounty in 1957; various parts of it
have been salvaged since then.
What is of significance is that the British Admiralty has retained the original ship's drawings in
its archives, and therefore it is not surprising that replicas were built 20 years apart by different
movie production companies for making the 1962 and the 1984 movies.
SO, WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BOUNTY REPLICAS?
The 1962 replica often referred to as HMS Bounty, but
was not entitled to the use of
the prefix "HMS" as she was
not commissioned into the
Royal Navy.
Built in Lunenburg, Nova
Scotia in 1960, this replica
was an enlarged reconstruction of the original 1787 Royal
Navy sailing ship built from
scratch commissioned by the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
film
studio for the 1962 film using
historical sources.
It was built to extrapolated
original ship's drawings from
files in the British Admiralty
archives, built in the traditional manner by more than 200 workers over an 8-month period.
To assist film-making and carry production staff, her general dimensions were greatly increased resulting in a vessel nearly twice the tonnage of the original. While built primarily for
film use, she was fully equipped for sailing because of the requirement to move her great distances to the various filming locations.
cont. p. 19
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cont. from p. 18

Of significance, prior to this special purpose build 1962 ship, previous film vessels were fanciful conversions of existing
vessels.
It is this 1962 replica ship that sank off the
coast of North Carolina during Hurricane
Sandy on 29 October 2012 with the loss of
2 lives.

The 1984 replica of Bounty (popularly known as HM Armed Vessel Bounty) was also built for
the movies as a further replica was required, but the ship is not entitled to the use of the prefix
'HMAV' as it also has never been commissioned into the Royal Navy.

cont. p. 20
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cont. from p. 19
The 1984 replica was built by Whangarei Engineering Company at Whangarei, New Zealand
This replica ship was designed to externally conform to the original Bounty and is 40.5m in
length overall, with a beam of 8.5m and a draught of 3.8m.
The replica ship was part of the First Fleet Re-enactment Voyage: a historical re-enactment
for the Australian Bicentenary. She left England for Australia in May 1987, and sailed with the
fleet via Tenerife, Rio de Janeiro, Cape Town, Mauritius, and Fremantle before arriving in
Sydney on Australia Day (26 January) 1988. Originally it was expected that the 1984 replica
would be the flagship of the fleet for the re-enactment (due to the ship's similarities to
HMS Sirius, flagship of the original First Fleet) but the Commodore commanding selected another ship as his flagship.
For many years she served the tourist excursion market from Darling Harbour, before being
sold in October 2007
The ship was decommissioned by its owners in 2017 without disclosure of the ship's fate.
May I then turn my attention
to the various kit models of
Bounty (and there are very
many of them). They feature
a variety of taffrails dependent on the kitmakers’ imagination.
As is immediately visible by
comparing the replicas, one
major difference was the taffrail. My research is inconclusive in that, whilst I have
some Admiralty plans, they
are just a general layout design and in any event the taffrail, as will be readily seen, is
not defined in the Admiralty
sheer draught.
John McKay in the Anatomy
of the Ship series favours the
taffrail of the 1962 replica, and
the only other source available for internet research is the
contemporaneous painting by
Robert Dodd in 1790 of
Fletcher Christian and the mutineers casting Lieutenant William Bligh and 18 others
adrift.
The painting also favours the
taffrail as depicted on the
1962 replica.
If anyone has further information and other material on
this question, I would certainly
like to know about it. The relevance is simply historical accuracy.
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“LOCH ARD”: A TRAGIC SHIPWRECK

Report by Tom Wolf

“Loch Ard” belonged to the Loch
Line, a major shipping line operating between Great Britain and Australia.
She was a long, fast, three-masted iron
clipper ship of 263ft in length, with a tonnage of 1693 tonnes.
“Loch Ard” departed England on 1 March
1878 bound for Melbourne, commanded by
Captain Gibb and with a crew of 37 men. It
was carrying 17 wealthy passengers intending to settle in Australia and assorted
cargo (total of 54 people).

On 1 June, the ship was approaching Melbourne. The crew expected to sight land
but encountered heavy fog.
She had faulty chronometers on board;
and not having been able to take a reading
to establish his exact position due to bad
weather conditions over the previous few
days, the captain was unaware how close
he was running to the coast.

The fog lifted around 4am, revealing breakers and
cliff faces. Captain Gibb quickly ordered sail to be
set to come about and get clear of the coast, but
they were unable to do so in time, and ran aground
on a reef at Mutton Bird Island, near Port Campbell
on Victoria’s “Shipwreck Coast”.
The masts and rigging came crashing down,
killing some people on deck and preventing
the lifeboats from being launched effectively,
and the ship sank within 10 or 15 minutes of
striking the reef.

There were only two survivors of the wreck who
were washed ashore at a location now known as
“Loch Ard Gorge”, a small bay, continuously
bombarded by the southern ocean, surrounded
by steep cliffs. A most inhospitable place to become shipwrecked.
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FLUYT (pronounced “flight”)

Report by Tom Wolf
The Dutch are often accused of being frugal people, they went so far as to design a
ship just so they could minimise paying taxes. This design went on to become, in its
prime, the most numerous ship in the world.
The fluyt is a pear-shaped vessel with a large cargo bay near the waterline and a narrow deck
above. In part, this design served to avoid high taxes collected by Denmark which was assessed based on the area of the main deck. The Dutch, wanting to minimize their tax bills, built
ships with very little top-deck area.
Originating in the Dutch Republic in the 16th century, the vessel was designed to facilitate
transoceanic delivery with the maximum of space and crew efficiency. With its three tall masts,
the ship had a large sail area, which allowed it to travel at high speeds.
The standard fluyt design minimized or completely eliminated its armaments to maximize
available cargo space, and used block and tackle extensively to facilitate ship operations. Another advantage of its pear-shape (when viewed from the fore or aft) was a shallow draft which
allowed the vessel to bring cargo in and out of ports and down rivers that other vessels could
not reach.
They were very versatile ships, there’s
even evidence of fluyts without decks
where they would simply completely fill
the ships with logs and then lay temporary decks on top of the cargo to work the
ship back to port.
These ships were built fast and inexpensively using local woods to build them,
but if economy suited they would go so
as far as taking whole ships full of Baltic
woods to Batavia to build them there.
They used easily bendable woods, teak
and mahogany, too.

HULL PLANKING HINTS

This is an article from an old SMA Newsletter
about how some modellers plank their model

by Don Dressel

ships.
Some modellers plank from the keel up and the whale
down, eventually winding up in a position where there is
one plank left to complete the hull, right in the midships
section of the model. This is shown in Figure 1. The problem comes when you try to fit this last plank, how to get the
right shape to fit snugly without patching.
The solution to this problem is to follow the procedure outlined here.
1
Obtain some heavy artist paper such as charcoal paper or watercolour paper.
2
Wet the paper.
3
Place the wet paper over the area to be planked (the shaded area in the figure) and
press and stroke the paper so you obtain a clear impression of the required plank on the
paper. This also gives you the compound curve form of the plank when laid out to dry.
4
When the paper has dried, cut out the plank shape with scissors and then scribe the
shape onto the wood planking material.
5
This is then simply cut out to the line drawn from the paper plank to the line scribed on
the wood.
6
Then you simply fit the plank carefully, a little filing may be required.
You can also use this technique toi get a good fit against the rabbit on the keel, the stern post
and bow, and other difficult areas to be planked.
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TOTAL TRIVIA:DID YOU KNOW??

WERE ANY AIRCRAFT LAUNCHED FROM AUSTRALIAN
NAVY SHIPS IN WW1?

Report by Tom Wolf
Not only were aircraft launched and flown in action, but the Australian flight was the first use of
ship launched aircraft against an enemy using fixed wing aircrafts (ie not a Zeppelin)
Sopwith Camels (“2.F1” variety which came to be known as “Ships Camels”) were operated
from HMA Ships Australia, Melbourne and Sydney during 1918. Sydney first flew a Sopwith
Pup from her recently installed rotating gun mount launching platform on 8 December 1917.
The cruiser was at sea steaming at 20 knots
and with the platform facing right ahead to
provide enough wind over the deck to enable
the aircraft to be launched safely. A second
flight on 17 December, with the launching
platform trained 40 degrees to port, was also
successful.
HMAS Melbourne had her launching platform installed in March 1918.and in May
1918 both Melbourne and Sydney embarked
a single Camel 2.F1 each which could be
flown off from the wooden launching platform
constructed over the forward six inch gun
located in front of the bridge. A pilot and
three RNAS maintenance personnel were
embarked in each Australian cruiser
Sydney’s 2-F1 Sopwith Camel (N6822)
launching from platform.
On 1 June 1918 both ships sailed as part of a
force of 70 warships sent to sweep through the
Heligoland Bight in an attempt to draw German
forces out to fight. Two German seaplane fighters attacked one of the escorting British destroyers and both Australian cruisers launched their
aircraft in retaliation.

Sopwith 2.F1 Camel takes off from
HMAS Sydney. HMAS Melbourne is in
the background

Both planes followed the German aircraft until
they each lost sight of it in cloud, Melbourne’s
aircraft returned to ditch near a British destroyer and while both pilot and aircraft were
recovered the aircraft was badly damaged
and written off.
Sydney’s aircraft followed the German aircraft
for over 60 miles and eventually opened fire
but the German escaped in cloud without
damage. The Sydney plane’s pilot returned to
the British ships and ditched his aircraft. He and his aircraft were also recovered but again the
Camel was later written off.
The Australian cruisers continued to operate Ships Camels for the remainder of the war and
they also has wireless fitted to assist with gunnery spotting during training exercises. The aircraft were put ashore in late 1918 following the Armistice.
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COLONIAL “SCHOONER FOR PORT
JACKSON” 1803

Report by Tom Wolf
In the early days of settlement, Governor Phillip, on orders from the Crown, forbade
the construction of vessels in the Colony of New South Wales in the interests of minimising the
potential for conflict arising from trade between India, China and the rest of the Far East.
The East India Company held the monopoly for such trade and the Crown did not want private
individuals to have the means to interfere (Bach 1976: 71).
In addition, the colony of New South Wales was established principally as a penal settlement
and Governor Phillip was also concerned with preventing escape by convicts
Within eight months after founding the colony, Phillip had recognised the need for government
vessels to service the remote settlement of
Norfolk Island, and requested two vessels be
sent from Britain for the colony’s use.
With more pressing concerns, the Admiralty
was slow to act, and it was not until 1803 that
detailed plans for the construction of a 60 ton
schooner known as the ‘Schooner for Port
Jackson’, along with appropriate furniture,
were despatched to Sydney. The original
plans (being two admiralty drafts numbered
4533 and 4534) are stored in the National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich.

No records are available to show whether in fact
the schooner as designed and sent in pieces to
New South Wales was actually built, nor what
may have become of her.
A wooden schooner named “Mercury” of which
few details are known except the name of the
owner, with similar dimensions and tonnage was
launched in March 1807 for the Sydney merchant Thomas Reibey.
This vessel was the only schooner built at that
time with these dimensions.
When Thomas Reibey died in 1811, his wife
Mary took over his business enterprise and became the owner of the “Mercury”.
The “Mercury” was wrecked when the keel broke after striking a rock. The vessel became unmanageable after the rudder was lost on a sandbank, its remains have not been found.
A drawing of the “Mercury” appears on the current and previous Australian $20 currency note.
It is generally accepted (more than just suspected)
that the “Mercury” is identical to the “Schooner for
Port Jackson”. A picture of Mary Reibey also appears on the banknote.
Modellers Central (previously known as Modellers
Shipyard) have made a kit which is intended to be
in every way an accurate representation of this
early Australian colonial schooner.
The “Mercury” and other early ships built in Australia were fundamental to the development of international trade.
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